Formal Veri cation (F ) and Machine Learning (M ) can seem incompatible due to their opposite mathematical foundations and their use in real-life problems: F mostly relies on discrete mathematics and aims at ensuring correctness; M o en relies on probabilistic models and consists of learning pa erns from training data. In this paper, we postulate that they are complementary in practice, and explore how M helps F in its classical approaches: static analysis, model-checking, theorem-proving, and S solving. We draw a landscape of the current practice and catalog some of the most prominent uses of M inside F tools, thus o ering a new perspective on F techniques that can help researchers and practitioners to be er locate the possible synergies. We discuss lessons learned from our work, point to possible improvements and o er visions for the future of the domain in the light of the science of so ware and systems modeling.
INTRODUCTION
Formal Veri cation (F ) aims at guaranteeing correctness properties of so ware and hardware systems. In that sense, a system is safe with respect to the checked properties. Machine Learning (M ) aims at learning pa erns from training data for various purposes; the derived model generalizes from the data it was trained on. Both F and M are grounded on solid mathematical foundations: the former uses mostly discrete mathematics, xpoints and abstractions to specify (concrete/abstract) semantics, properties of interest and the checking process itself; the la er uses in general continuous mathematics and/or probability theory to infer models. While they seem at rst sight not suitable for each other, their relative and apparent opposition provides, just like in real life, the spark for a strong love story.
is paper focuses on one part of the love story: what M brings to F to make it ourish, become more e cient and accurate, and face real-life challenges? While we are aware that the topic is broad and the ways in which M can help F are necessarily disparate, F newcomers and practitioners have currently no pointers to introduce them to the topic.
is paper is an a empt to provide a comprehensive survey of the various ways M contributes to enhance F tools' e ciency. To achieve this goal, we propose to catalog the challenges F faces that may be handled through M techniques, called themes, and characterize each theme with a corresponding M task, i.e. M problem categories (such as classi cation, regression, clustering, etc.), pointing for each theme to the relevant literature. To the best of our knowledge, no contributions in the literature currently exist that spans all the spectrum of the main F approaches (namely, Model-Checking, eorem-Proving, Static Analysis, and to a certain extend, S -solving). By covering various approaches, we aim at extracting valuable, transversal lessons about general trends of M usage within F , as well as provide a high-level snapshot of the current practice in each F approach.
e main contributions of this paper are the following:
• We provide a catalog of themes for each F approach, presented in a systematic way: each theme details the corresponding M task, and provides a commented list of relevant contributions. An overview is available in Table 2 .
• We analyze the literature to extract general observations on the use of M inside F tools, and to identify some trends and lessons, with an insight on what the future may be.
• We build a comprehensive and searchable repository of contributions found in the literature that can help the F community build a multi-level understanding of M usage in F tools. e repository is sorted according to various criteria (publication date, themes, and M tasks).
is paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the paper selection protocol, formulates research questions and discusses threats to validity. Section 4 analyses in detail the contributions we retrieved. Section 5 discusses how our ndings answer the research questions before concluding in Section 7.
BACKGROUND
is section provides a high-level introduction to both Formal Verication (F ) and Machine Learning (M ), as the key actors in our survey. For further details, reference pointers are provided in each section.
Formal Veri cation (FV)
In its most classical form, F a empts to answer the following question: does a behavioral model, which re ects the evolution of the various variables of a system, satisfy a speci cation of a program, which consists in properties of interest characterizing error/undesired states.
Computing the system's so-called concrete semantics explicitly is in the general case impossible, since it is in nite even for very simple programs. Rather, F proceeds by abstraction, or overapproximation [28] : demonstrating that an abstraction never reaches forbidden values proves the fact that the actual executions are correct. However, false alarms (or false positives) may arise, i.e. errors due to an abstraction that is too coarse and that does not correspond to any actual system execution. Aside from extracting the behavioral model itself, one of the main di culties in F is building abstractions that are su ciently precise to avoid false alarms, but su ciently simple to be automatically computed. is abstraction can take on many forms, leading to a variety of F approaches. In this paper we will concentrate on Static Analysis (S ), Model Checking (M ) and eorem Proving (T ). We also consider S solving (S ): many F problems can be reduced to the satisfaction of S formulae [77] .
Machine Learning (ML)
Humans learn from experience. Car drivers learn by following instructions from driving school monitors, parents or friends, but also by identifying good behaviors in other drivers. Players learn chess or basket-ball by studying "good" and "bad" games, practicing the fundamental moves again and again, and by identifying best practices that ensure victory. Humans seem also naturally designed to extract pa erns and features in what surrounds them. For instance, medical doctors provide diagnostics based on many anatomic and physiological variables such as body temperature or blood pressure -formally called features in M -available in patient data, trying to minimize death risk. M can be seen as a systematic way of solving a problem by optimizing some objective function using training data [67] .
In this paper, we only consider three task categories in M : supervised and unsupervised learning, as well as reinforcement learning.
Other categories (like semi-supervised learning), as well as many other M tasks in supervised/unsupervised learning exist, but the ones presented here cover all the themes we encountered while analyzing contributions of M in F approaches.
In supervised learning, a learning algorithm (learner) builds a predictive model during a training phase, based on features found in the training data, by optimizing a de ned objective function. e learned model is then used in a subsequent phase as a predictor for new, previously unseen data. Tasks can be further classi ed into problems according to the nature of the predicted variable (also called target): categorical or continuous. For instance, in the medical domain, determining whether an M evidences a cancer is a classi cation task, because the answer is categorical (a boolean yes/no answer, but more elaborate classes may be possible); whereas determining which quantity of insulin should be injected into a patient's blood stream is a regression task, since the predicted variable is continuous.
In supervised learning, the target is known a priori and the learner minimizes some type of distance between the target and its prediction. On the contrary, in unsupervised learning, no target is given a priori: the M algorithm tries to nd recurring pa erns inside the data and the nal quality judgment is ultimately human.
e well-known clustering M task consists for instance in grouping elements in the dataset, but whether nding three clusters is be er than nding ve depends on the domain problem and cannot be answered fully automatically outside the context of the algorithm's use. Another task of this kind, the item set nding task, consists in nding items that may o en co-occur together (e.g., buying bu er and jam may o en occur together with buying bread).
Finally, the third considered category is reinforcement learning, which "is learning what to do -how to map situations to actions -so as to maximize a numerical reward signal. e learner is not told which actions to take, as in many forms of machine learning, but instead must discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them" [92] . For instance, an AI agent taking the role of a human player in a computer game can learn how to complete a level by nding the action pa erns leading to a minimization of penalties. ese penalties may be provided every time the agent dies while trying to complete a given level of the game.
Once an M task is determined, and features of the instances under study are identi ed, an M specialist should select the type of M model that would approximate the pa erns to be found in the data. Examples of such M models are decision trees, or the well-known neural networks [67] . Choosing an appropriate model requires expertise and ne-tuning (in particular, tuning of the so-called hyper-parameters). As a consequence, failing to obtain meaningful results for a given M task may mean that the model is inappropriate, or badly parameterized. We consider that speci c considerations on M models are beyond the scope of this paper.
SEARCH PROTOCOL
For realizing this survey, we used a methodology inspired by Kitchenham [52] . Our protocol relies on two observations. First, the authors involved in this work have di erent, complementary backgrounds (the two rst authors work on So ware Engineering and F , while the la er is specialized in M ). Second, no authors had prior knowledge of what could exist in the literature: we were quite certain to retrieve only a few papers, partly due to the opposition mentioned in Section 1. erefore, we adapted the general methodology of Kitchenham in two ways: we only relied on electronic search queries to collect papers (as we were not sure which academic venues were suitable to such publications, although the study direction we focus on highly suggested to look into F venues); and we conducted a pre-study to determine which information is relevant to build our survey. More concretely, we followed three steps:
• First, we queried several search engines to crawl the largest possible set of relevant publications.
• Second, we conducted a pre-study on a set of random papers to determine classi cation categories for analyzing the literature. Table 1 : ery String used for Search Engines. We queried the most popular and well-known academic publishers that o er keyword-based search engines (Elsevier ScienceDirect; Springer Link; I XPlore and A Digital Libraries; Semantic Scholar, Scopus, Mendeley and Google Scholar) with the conjunction of strings appearing in F and M columns.
• ird, all authors reviewed the papers and lled a shared document with the relevant information extracted from the papers. e rest of this section explains each step in detail, and nishes by formulating our Research estions in Section 3.4. 
Search Strategy
Having no assumption on how to locate relevant papers, we simply opted for a large list of terms on both sides: we used generalpurpose terms for F and M , strings corresponding to techniques and algorithms, as well as small variations of those terms (e.g., plural and hyphened forms, "-ing" forms of verbs, etc.). e search was conducted between the 10th and the 30th September 2017. We queried the main well-known electronic repositories (Elsevier ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, I
XPlore Digital Library, A Digital Library, Semantic Scholar, Scopus and Google Scholar), where we manually processed the result pages and selected the relevant publications. We discarded some contributions clearly out of scope based on their abstract and a quick scan of the content. We stopped collecting papers a er 10 pages of results for each search engine, because at that point, most results simply correspond to disjunctions of all strings, which becomes highly irrelevant. Our search string is formed as a conjunction of the disjunction of the expressions in each column of Table 1 . Finally, at a later stage, we performed a lightweight snowballing from the set of papers we collected, in order to retrieve papers that may have been missed by our search keywords. is resulted in 264 papers collected in a shared online repository.
Pre-Study & Paper Filtering
e next step aimed at discarding clearly irrelevant papers, and performing a pre-study to extract analysis categories. Each author selected about 20 papers and proposed classi cation criteria that were collegially discussed. We ultimately retained the elements that constitute a classical M pipeline:
(1) identifying the theme, i.e. the F problem at hand; (2) identifying the corresponding M task; (3) providing M features to characterize the learning instances; (4) guring out which M model (type) would perform adequately.
Whether extracting M model types (Step 4 of the pipeline) from the papers we reviewed has any relevance for readers is debatable: the list we propose is informative, since it only re ects the model types authors have selected, but may in some cases be disputed by M experts to be the optimal solution (if such an optimal solution ever exists). Nevertheless, we included this information to re ect the literature, such that readers can grasp what experimentations have been conducted to date for a particular theme/approach. We then performed a rst round of reading in order to roughly classify each paper into F approaches, and to discard papers that were clearly out of scope -papers that solely focus on one topic (either F or M ), or papers that leverage dynamic techniques (i.e. that require to actually execute the system). is step resulted in a categorized repository and a shared spreadsheet for cross-checking papers that have unclear contributions. When the F contribution was not clear (i.e., whether it does not t into an F approach), we ensured that a cross-check by an author with the appropriate background was made; when the M contribution was doubtful (i.e. whether it is really an M technique), the author with M background checked the paper. is resulted in discarding 96 papers, thus retaining 168 papers for analysis: 53 papers de ne actual themes whereas the rest de ne auxiliary resources. In particular, we list in Table 3 papers that provide reference contributions regarding the de nition of M features.
Literature Analysis
Once the papers were sorted, the authors with a background in F were assigned two F approaches to review: they extracted the theme, identi ed the corresponding M task, and retrieved features from each paper. e last author cross-checked the most key papers in each approach to allow a comparison from both perspectives, thus reducing misleading readings about the theme or the task. At later stages when the list of themes became stable, we made vocabulary used throughout the approaches homogenous. When possible we factored out the common features for the approaches (mostly done for S and T ).
Research estions
is survey aims at answering the following Research estions (R ):
RQ1: How is M used inside F tools? is R will be answered in two ways: rst, by precisely locating where and how M is used inside F tools; and second, by providing a higher-level overview that spans over all F approaches.
RQ2: Is using M inside F tools bene cial? is R is necessary to assess the bene ts of M in F . We answer this R qualitatively, based on the assessments made by the authors of the papers we surveyed.
RQ3:
What M task(s) is (are) used for which purpose in F ? is R is intended to associate an M task to an F theme, as described in Background Section 2.2, and helps bridging both worlds by relating activities in F tools to a meaningful category for M experts.
RQ4:
Which model types are used to perform the M tasks? is R is intended to collect from the reviewed papers the M model types the various authors have used to enhance F tools. Although indicative and by no means complete or de nitive, it provides an interesting panorama of the current practice.
RQ5:
How are M features extracted/selected to guide M tasks? is R is intended to locate the M instances' characteristics as used in the literature, and to eventually list the most common ones.
CONTRIBUTIONS
is section catalogs some of the ways M complements F approaches. We aimed at representativity, i.e. we tried to maximally cover the M /F complementarities (called themes from now on) to propose an overview of the panorama of techniques and current practices in this eld. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst study that spans over the main F approaches to provide insights on how M participates in F tools.
We organize this section by F approaches in a self-contained way such that each may be read independently. We start with S -S Solving, then eorem Proving (T ), which corresponds to a progression in the expressiveness of the underlying logics (propositional/boolean, then First-Order and Higher-Order). A er we introduce and Model Checking (M ), given the particularity that temporal logic deals with time, and end with Static Analysis (S ).
Each approach follows the same outline. First, we brie y recall how the F approach works. Second, we explain the sources of complexity (typically, NP-completeness) and which countermeasures (e.g. heuristics) have been historically designed to partially overcome them. When necessary, we introduce a brief explanation of the main algorithm supporting the approach in order to x the terminology and to situate how each theme nds its place in F .
ird, we introduce for each theme where the F /M complementarity exists, ground it in terms of M task(s), and nally provide examples from the literature. When possible, we indicate the M features associated with the theme: when they are common, they are factored out into the section's headers; otherwise, they appear in each particular theme.
In order to guide the reader, Table 2 gathers the highlights of our ndings in a comprehensive way: for each theme identi ed within each approach, we gather all the selected contributions from the literature, the M tasks used in that theme and provide hints on the M model types that these contributions used.
SAT / SMT Solving (SAT)
e S problem is a decision problem: given a boolean propositional formula, nd one (or several) valuation(s) for which the formula evaluates to true. When such a valuation exists, the formula is said to be satis able (and unsatis able otherwise). Usually, a formula is processed starting from a canonical representation such as the Conjunctive Normal Form (C ), where formulas consist of disjunctions of clauses, which are themselves conjunctions of literals de ned as variables or their negation. eories may enrich propositional boolean formulae to represent e.g. rst-order logic, numbers or richer data structures such as arrays or lists, resulting in the Satis ability Modulo eory (S ) decision problem. Some F approaches may be reduced to a S problems (e.g., M [4] and T [14] ; for F see [77] ), making S research relevant for F .
No algorithm can solve all S instances e ciently, which results in a plethora of solving algorithms. Most of the existing algorithms are variations of the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (D ) algorithm. In practice, tools need to carefully choose the adequate variation for a given (set of) instance(s) to solve them e ciently, generally by reducing the overall runtime. In a simpli ed way, the D algorithm proceeds as follows: rst, chooses a branching literal and assign it a truth value; then, propagates this assignment to other clauses, resulting in unit clauses, i.e. clauses in which only one literal remains unassigned, making its assignment obvious; and nally, propagates those choices appropriately until full assignment, or detection of con ict. When facing a con ict the algorithm backtracks to the previous branching literal to try the opposite assignment. ese steps apply recursively until success or unsatis ability.
e Con ict-Driven Clause Learning (C ) improves the general D algorithm by analyzing the cause of the con icts and backtracking to the appropriate level instead of simply the previous choice, thus improving the overall runtime.
Historically, the S community already identi ed a number of (S ) instances features that characterize the hardness of satisfying an instance. We detail here the most important ones, and mention in the themes the contributions' features that di er from them. SATzilla [100, Fig. 2 ] integrates a large number of these wellrecognized features (around 150): instance size metrics; Variable Incidence / Clause-Variable Incidence Graphs (V /C ) metrics, balance of positive/negative literals in clause and variable occurrences, binary/ternary and Horn clause fractions, number of unit propagation, search space size and other local search probing characteristics. e contributions not explicitly dealing with feature improvements basically reuse di erent subsets of these features (see e.g., [44, 97] among many others). For 3-C S instances, the authors of SATzilla [98] managed to reduce to ve the list of the most prominent features, without signi cant loss of performance. Ansótegui and his co-authors [6] de ned new interesting features, targeting industrial S instances: the scale-free structure assumes that the ratio of variable occurrences and total number of variables follows a power-law distribution; the community structure measures the modularity of graphs, i.e. how high is a node connected to its direct neighbors; and the self-similar structure measures the fractal e ect of C and C , i.e. how it changes when a group of nodes is replaced by a single one. ey show that relying on those features is computationally a ordable, and predicts the instance satis ability in a way that is comparable to taking all features that SATzilla uses.
Predicting Runtime.
Predicting the runtime of an instance (or a subformula) is helpful in many regards: choosing an appropriate solver depending on the runtime; interrupting a computation to switch to another algorithm when the current one takes too long; selecting an appropriate restart strategy when encountering con icts; selecting a variable to branch on depending on the runtime that will likely result; etc. Runtime is a real, continuous value, making this prediction, strictly speaking, a regression M task. However, the literature o en considers runtime classes (e.g. long/short runtime of a speci c algorithm, i.e. observing whether the runtime crosses a prede ned threshold, considering a time budget for solving an instance set). is results in practice in a classi cation M task.
Horvitz, Ruan et al. [44] estimated the runtime of the asigroup Completion Problem (Q , closely related to S ) by de ning a set of features that accurately estimates the resolution progress by re ecting the instance pa erns (instance size) and dynamic information about the solver's state (number of backtracks, search tree depth). Samulowitz and Memisevic [85] targeted anti ed Boolean Formulae and proposed various features: the V (Variable State Independent Decaying Sum) score, the number of conicts and the fraction of already solved clauses, the weighted sum between forced literals and V scores.
Restarting Computations.
When encountering a con ict during resolution, the analysis of the literals that led to assignment inconsistencies allows to e ciently backtrack to an appropriate level, avoiding traps that would likely result from a backtrack at another level. A theoretical instance-speci c optimal restart strategy exists, but requires the knowledge of the instance's runtime distribution (rarely known and di cult to compute) [66] . ose strategies are split into two categories: universal strategies are dened independently of the instance; and dynamic strategies adapt to the search length, i.e. the number of already assigned literals. Since no strategy outperforms all others on all datasets [45] , adapting the strategy to a dataset is o en be er, and constantly reevaluating the portfolio of restart strategies is desirable to keep improving S solvers performances [13] .
For solving as many instances as possible within a given time budget, selecting the best restart strategy on an instance basis (according to its features) represents a classi cation M task: from a set of prede ned strategies, determine which one would be the best to optimally (i.e. by minimizing the expected runtime) solve the instance at hand. For very hard instances (typically, industrial/cra ed instances representing cryptographic or planning problems [6]), or for solving several instance sets while minimizing the overall runtime, switching between strategies during the solving is o en more e cient, when some strategies are known in advance to be the most powerful for the given instances (sets). is can be seen as a reinforcement learning problem, in which restart strategy choices are seen as the possible actions to reinforce. Rewards are de ned di erently depending on the particular contributions.
Haim & Walsh [39] proposed to select a strategy from a portfolio of 9 that were proven to perform well on at least one dataset. e training is based on a subset of features taken from [100] ; the prediction is realized dynamically, while solving the instance. Horvitz, Kautz, Ruan and their colleagues adopted a more contextualized approach, in the context of dependent runs [50, 81] : they used predictors (called observators) on some instances of a set to help determine how to perform restarts for the other instances of the set. Observators are generally classi ers trained on a few instances that predict whether (future) instances would be satis able or not, or whether their runtime takes a short/long time.
Nejati et al. [74] targeted cryptographic instances, whose runtime is usually much longer than other instance types, making restart strategies a core component. Solving an instance requires, during the solving itself, to change / switch strategies, among the ones that are known to be the most e ective in the literature: uniform, linear, luby and geometric [13] ). Reinforcement Learning is performed through the following steps. First, a strategy is chosen, and the general algorithm proceeds with the solving until the strategy imposes a restart. At this point, the strategy is rewarded based on the average Literals Block Distance (L ) of the learned clauses generated since the strategy was selected. Finally, this results in choosing/favoring strategies that produce small L s for the future solving steps. Gaglio and Schmidhuber [35] considered the problem of using the best restart strategies for a set of instances to minimize the global runtime. ey choose between two strategies (Luby's universal and uniform). A er one step of solving an instance, they reward the strategy that results in a runtime that stays close to the runtime of the previous instances. is results in favoring the strategy that provide a global runtime for the set that is the closest to the runtime of most of the instances in the set.
Selecting the Branching Variable.
Choosing the most appropriate branching variable is crucial for improving solvers' runtimes, because it ultimately minimizes backtracking (which can be seen as a step back towards a solution, since it implies unassigning some of the already selected variables). is can be seen as a reinforcement learning problem: along a S instance solving, choose the next variable to branch on, such that the reward a ached to the variable choice, called score, maximizes the progress for solving the instance. Note that this task is non-stationary from the S solving viewpoint: a er each choice, a variable cannot be selected anymore unless a con ict occurs.
Liang et al [60, 61] explored two di erent reward computations based on di erent branching heuristics: in [60] , they used a con icthistory-based heuristic for variable selection; while in [61] , they used another heuristic called learning rate branching. Both rewarded the generation of learned clauses locally, at each step of the solving. Later on, Liang et al. [62] rewarded selections that maximize global branching learning rates, i.e. rates for the whole solving. Fröhlich et al. [33] penalize the candidate variables choices that minimizes the number of unstatis ed clauses. Lagoudakis and Li man [58] penalize branching rules (chosen among seven known as the best working) whose solving time is too long.
Determining Best Solving
Algorithm. e S community identi ed families of instances that may be be er solved with speci c algorithms, enhancing speci c criteria (mostly, solving runtime). In a pure form, this is a classi cation M problem: from a set of instances, determine which solving algorithm(s) would be the most e cient according to a given criterion. However, this could be seen as a regression M problem, when the goal is to predict an algorithm continuous probability of success. Both M tasks are achieved o ine, i.e. before running the solving algorithms. Note that pre-solving is mainstream, i.e. trying some predetermined, quicker algorithms that may solve some of the instances, leaving the portfolio selection to focus on di cult instances.
SATzilla [100] is one of the best portfolio solvers [59] : it relies on a large variety of specialized S algorithms that are chosen according to the speci cities of the instance at hand, based on 115 features (cf. feature discussion in Section's header). It allows to switch to another algorithm ("next best match") when the one a ributed initially takes too long. AutoFolio [63] selects algorithms based on features similar to the ones in SATzilla.
4.1.5 Configuring S Solvers' Parameters. Instead of se ing default values for the multiple parameters of the various S algorithms constituting a portfolio, many S solving tools choose to expose those parameters to the end-users, passing them the burden of con guration. e end-user faces a highly di cult task: which parameter se ings of the algorithm(s) perform best on a set of instances, minimizing a cost function (typically in S , runtime). Several approaches already exist based on heuristics, but the domain recently gained a ention with M . is particular domain has its own competitive event: the Con gurable S Solver Challenge. Finding the optimal values of a S solver's parameters is a regression or a classi cation task whether if a continuous or a categorical value is predicted.
Hu er, Hoos and Leyton-Brown [46] de ned S (Sequential Model-based Algorithm Con guration), a technique and tool that generalizes the classical optimization algorithm by using training, based mostly on SATzilla's features. AutoFolio [63] parametrizes ClasspFolio 2 (the default version of SATzilla'11), resulting in a highly parametrized algorithm framework.
4.1.6 Learning Satisfiability. Tackling the whole S problem through M seems di cult, but has been partially a empted. Overall this corresponds to a classi cation problem (although many other M tasks are performed in between to serve the main goal): determine whether a S instance is satis able or not.
A partial prediction on a subformula may guide a solver for other tasks (e.g., restarting e ciently, or evaluating the potential of a variable selection, among others). For example, Wu [97] predicted 3-C instance satis ability with seven features from SATzilla and other classical ones. ey reuse the partial prediction to determine which value is preferable for a branching literal. Although the technique is applied to subformulae, nothing prevents the technique from being used on a larger scale (although optimizations are naturally expected). One would expect that a S problem becomes harder when the number of clauses increases. In fact, the most dicult instances are those whose ratio of clauses over variables is near the so-called phase transition (particularly for 3-C instances): the number of clauses and variables is at equilibrium, making instances neither underconstrained (i.e. exhibiting many possible solutions), nor overconstrained (i.e. exhibiting many contradictions). Devlin and O'Sullivan [29] , and later on Xu, Hoos and Leyton-Brown [99] studied several classi ers for predicting the (non-)satis ability of general S as well as 3-C instances, based on the classical features used in SATzilla. Xu, Hoos and Leyton-Brown tried to minimize the number of necessary features to build good classiers, and managed to reduce to two features while staying robust comparing to classi ers with more features.
eorem Proving (TP)
When the semantics of a so ware or of a system is expressed as mathematical theories, veri cation conditions for those systems can be formulated as mathematical properties of those theories. In F , eorem Provers (T ) are then employed, in a more or less automated fashion, to prove or disprove such properties. Mathematical theories are composed of mathematical facts, which are assumed to be true. T is used to infer new facts about the theory, using the inference rules associated to the logic of choice. In this sense, a mathematical statement (known as conjecture) becomes a theorem if it logically follows from the theory. More precisely, T operates as follows: 1) it receives as input a set of facts from a mathematical theory which are assumed to be true and a conjecture; 2) it performs a number of inferences on those facts using the set of rules that describe the semantics of the logic being used; and 3) outputs a proof for the conjecture or a trace thereof, if one exists, in which case the conjecture becomes a theorem and can be added as a new fact to the theory.
First-Order Logic (F ), one of the most popular logics in T , is semi-decidable. e bulk of the work of applying M techniques to TP has thus targeted F . M techniques assist or replace existing expert knowledge-based heuristics in order to be er navigate the border between decidability and non-decidability and more eciently lead theorem proofs to completion. Because they present a high level of automation, provers for F are called automated theorem provers (A s). Higher-order logic (H ) adds to F the quanti cation of predicate and function symbols. Such expressiveness is convenient to express veri cation problems that would otherwise be too di cult or impossible to express in lower-order logics. However, H is undecidable and presents fewer opportunities for automation than F , which means parts of the proofs need to be guided by humans. For this reason, in the context of H , provers are called interactive theorem provers (I s).
Decidability and e ciency issues in A s/I s mean that decisions are delegated onto humans at many points of the proof. Such decisions involve for instance: choosing facts (also known as premises [57] ) from the theory relevant to the proof at hand; picking sets of proof engine parameters (also known as heuristics [19] ) such as for instance sets of inference rules used [56] . It is in supporting or replacing the human in these decisions that M comes to the aid of theorem proving.
Features used to characterize facts or conjectures about theories are majoritarily the symbols found in those mathematical statements [69] , for example literals or predicate names. Metrics such as the number of clauses, literals or subterms, or yet speci c metrics about the translations of logical formulas into normal forms have also been used [56] . Other authors have a empted to use types [47] , or meta-information about the theory name and its presence in various mathematical databases [55] . Recently, Kaliszyk and his coauthors have proposed features that capture semantic relationships between mathematical statements [49] .
Selecting Facts.
Which subset of facts to take from a large theory in order to complete a given proof as e ciently as possible (or at all) is one of the most prominent applications of M to T [57] . Fact selection is a classi cation task: either a fact is relevant for the current proof or not, potentially with a probability re ecting a level of certainty.
Fuchs [34] uses data from previous proofs to train a model for computing the usefulness of the available facts for the next proof step. Alama [1] preanalyzes a large mathematical repository of formalized theories in order to calculate dependencies between parts of those theories that can then be used at proof time. Kaliszyk et al. [16, 47] use classi cation models to rank facts in H theories according to their assumed relevance for the proof of the conjecture.
ey then reduce the best ranked of those facts to simpler problems that can be handled by fast F A s to help in parts of the proof of the original conjecture. Again Kaliszyk, together with his coauthors, provide in [48] a compelling account of how M LAR performs M -based fact selection for the equational reasoning A E [86] beating the competition in large-theory contests. Alemi et al. report in [2] the rst application of deep learning to fact selection for large theories, concluding that neural networks do help in largescale automated reasoning without requiring hand-cra ed features.
ey mention nonetheless that hybrid premise-selection solutions where hand-cra ed solutions are used together with their solution may yield even superior results. Loos and her colleagues con rm this thesis in [64] and conclude that fact selection mixing neural networks and other methods is particularly useful for hard theorems that require complex reasoning.
Configuring Proof Engine Parameters.
Proving a particular conjecture is typically achieved more or less e ciently (or at all) by providing the prover with a set of parameters. It is well established in the T community that certain parameters con gurations are be er suited for the proof of certain classes of conjectures [19] . Constructing such parameters automatically for speci c conjectures is assisted by an M regression task: M helps in predicting proof runtime when heuristics are evaluated on speci c conjectures.
Kühlwein and Urban investigate in [56] a method to automatically tune parameters of A s in order to optimize proof times .
eir method starts from a set of random or prede ned heuristics and the M algorithm learns to predict how fast these heuristics perform on classes of existing problems. e technique then iteratively improves the parameters of successful heuristics by using the prediction learner.
Selecting Pre-Defined Proof Engine
Parameters. Some theorem provers select proof engine parameters that were manually or automatically generated (cf. Con guring Proof Engine Parameters theme).
is is a classi cation M task: given a conjecture, provide the heuristic that will most likely produce a proof for it in an e cient manner.
Bridge [19] , a reference for this theme, evaluates more than y features and concludes that only combinations of very few features (up to two) are required to build classi ers that vastly outperform random proof engine parameter selection. With his colleagues [20] Bridge later con rms that their system yields the same performance as E's internal proof engine parameter selection mechanism, without requiring the introduction of any humanexpert knowledge. Additionally, the system is also able to decline some proofs in case no proof engine parameters can lead to the completion of the conjecture's proof in an acceptable amount of time (or at all).
e authors report that declining proofs greatly improves performance, while only moderately reducing the amount of provable theorems.
Guiding Interactive
Proofs. Due to the undecidability of H , there is no systematic way of nding proofs for conjectures in such logics. I s such as C [68] , I [15] or M [38] are used to assist the mathematician in proof nding, while P G [8] provides a high-level user-friendly interface to those I s. I environments can act as recommender systems to suggest for example promising facts to be used in the proof. Because this theme touches many parts of proofs, both classi cation and clustering M techniques can be used. Clustering becomes particularly useful here as it can inform the user of potential next steps through statistical analysis on similar proofs -it however cannot lead to automatic decision making such as when supervised approaches are used.
Urban [93] describes a set of proof aids in E for M , explaining how M classi cation algorithms are used to suggest facts to a mathematician for the continuation of the proofs. Mercer et al. [31] propose a system and a user interface for recommending the next proof step, based on Duncan's work [30] on modeling proofs with Variable Length Markov models. Komendantskaya and Heras interface P G with back-ends running clustering algorithms [53] to gather statistics on data from previous proofs.
Learning Theorem Proving.
Rocktäschel and Riedel attempted to learn the backward chaining algorithm for F [80] . Starting from a set of neural networks that modularly perform generic T -related tasks (such as for example uni cation), the authors propose an algorithm that is able to assemble those modules in order to deduce new theorems from a given knowledge base. is contribution has the particularity that, due to the fact that modules are used, the proof is in itself interpretable -more speci cally how those modules are used during the proof provides a proof trace. As the output of the neural network is a proof score that describes the con dence in the derived facts, we technically classify it as a regression task.
Model-Checking (MC)
Model-Checking (M ) [24, 78] consists of abstracting the concrete system's execution into a nite-state automaton (that can be extracted automatically from the program, and whose execution may be in nite); and the properties of interest are expressed in temporal logics. e model-checking procedure explores exhaustively the (abstract) state space, and either validates the properties, or returns a counterexample (that may be a false alarm). In practice, exhaustive exploration is di cult: many techniques were cra ed to reduce the state space (symmetry, slicing, partial evaluation, to cite only a few), or enhance its exploration (through path exploration heuristics).
ey nowadays equip most tools. We did not nd M contributions that work at the M algorithm level like for others F approaches; rather, we found contributions that help detecting counterexamples faster, or reducing false positives (using the well-known C approach). Note that we did not include contributions for AssumeGuarantee Reasoning [3, 10, 21, 27, 36, 72, 75, 91] based on the L * algorithm [5, 79] : it is di cult to conclude without deepening the subject whether L * is an M algorithm, and which M task it corresponds to.
Finding a Counterexample.
Model-Checkers should be oriented towards error detection [26] : they should favor the discovery of errors rather than focusing on guaranteeing correctness. As a consequence, optimizing counterexample nding is crucial. A possible approach is to explicitly guide the state space exploration towards paths that may favor such counterexamples, based on the property of interest at hand. is may be achieved through reinforcement learning: a reward favors positive paths for invalidating the property; while a punishment discourages negative paths validating it. Note that the quali catives positive/negative correspond to the error detection goal instead of the traditional M goal.
Araragi and Mo Cho [7] targeted the production of counterexamples for liveness properties that represent responses, i.e. a (premise) event is expected before a (response) event should eventually occur.
e authors kept track of the premise occurrence at the state space level, and rewarded explorations that stayed on paths between premise and response as long as possible. is would lead to cyclic, or very long (or in nite) paths that would invalidate the property. Behjati, Sirjani and Ahmadabadi [11] studied L properties on Büchi automata with on-the-y M : the reinforcement learning agent is punished when following non-accepting cycles, and rewarded when nding unfair accepting cycles, until a fair one is found, leading to the property's invalidation.
Refining Abstraction based on Counterexamples (CEGAR).
A spurious counterexample (false alarm) happens when the last state of a path in the concrete system mixes both deadend states, i.e. states with no concrete transition to the failure state; with bad states, i.e. states using (system) variables useful to prove the property, that are not taken into account, and abstracted together with deadends. To eliminate such a counterexample, some variables need to be identi ed and become visible, i.e. separated properly within the abstraction. is is known as the separation problem in C M , which is a classi cation M task: given a (sub)set of system variables from the failure state, determine whether they should be classi ed as deadend or bad. is information then allows for an abstraction re nement that, even if not optimal, makes it possible to discharge the counterexample. Note that for realistic systems, enumerating all the variables is impossible: a preselection is generally operated beforehand.
Clarke, Gupta and their colleagues [23, 25] implemented this technique for model-checking hardware circuits, training a learner on samples automatically extracted from the concrete system.
Extracting Most Common Error Pa erns.
Concurrency errors o en result from the same error types [65, 82] . Finding the recurring paths or rules leading to such errors is related to the M task of frequent item set nding.
Pira, Rafe and Nikanjam [76] characterized frequent pa erns as sequence of rewriting rules in Groove, a graph-based model transformation tool, using a variation of the APriori algorithm. ose pa erns are discovered on smaller systems with similar architectural design, then used to guide M on larger systems.
Static Analysis (SA)
Static Analysis (S ) designates a large panel of techniques aimed at computing any information about a program, generally directly on its Abstract Syntax Tree A . e underlying abstractions rely on prede ned approximations (possibly parameterized by users' inputs): this results in a xed set of properties of interest, e.g. extracting Android apps' permissions from .apk les, which may be parameterized to nd only device-speci c ones. In most cases, the analysis does not carry in itself its own nal usage: for instance, permissions, in themselves, do not give any information about an app being a malware. Most of the contributions in S leverage M to bridge this gap, by trying to nd links, or reccurent pa erns, in the retrieved information, e.g. malwares are apps that present signi cant discrepancies between exhibited permissions and actual executed code.
Identifying Actionable
Alerts. S tools o en issue large amounts of alarms that warn about code style violations, trivial defects with no impact on functionalities, false positives and, of course, real bugs. Too many warnings hamper developers' productivity by forcing them to review alarms, diverting their a ention from issues that ma er (cf. surveys on alarms handling [43, 71] ). Reducing and classifying those alarms based on previous iterations/similarity signi cantly enhances the experience of using S tools. is is a classi cation M task: from a set of agged alarms, which ones are actionable, i.e. require a speci c bug x from a developer.
Heckman & Williams [42] postulated that characterizing whether an alarm is actionable highly depends on each project and developers involved. ey reduced the unactionable alarm number by rst gathering alarms and their features, then by selecting the most relevant ones for training a classi er for future projects. ey used as features the usual metrics (LoC, etc.) with code change history, and alarm types (null pointers, etc.) with alarm severity delivered by S tools. Hanam et al. [40] proposed to classify alarms as actionable or not by identifying recurrent pa erns based on characteristics related to code statements: invocation and creation sites, eld access, binary operations, catch statements as well as other various structural features like method signatures and class names. ey showed that pa erns e ectively exist and help discover more errors than classical S tools reports. Kremeneck et al. [54] correlated alarm reports with their code localization to classify alarms raised at later stages of code integration. Ruthru et al. [83] identi ed the legitimate alarms that are more likely to be acted on by developers, based on M features similar to [40, 42] . ey also managed to reduce the number of metrics necessary for performing the classi cation, while preserving a correct classi cation ratio.
Predicting Bugs from Previous Code Versions.
Instead of running S tools during the development phase, an interesting line of research consists of predicting, at code submission into a repository, whether a code change likely contains bugs, based on the analysis of previously submi ed changes in a project. is presents several bene ts: the change is still fresh in mind, and several actions may be taken (from code review, testing, to F techniques), targeting the recent change. is is a classi cation M task: predict whether a code change is likely to contain bugs, based on the analysis of previous code version(s).
Kim and his colleagues [51, 88] as well as Hata et al. [41] introduced change classi cation by analyzing the change history, based on log messages keywords and correlations to bug x requests. eir predictors rely on various features: change metadata on the versioning system, complexity metrics and various S information to locate code change and analyze their impact. Kim and his colleagues also investigated in [51] the possibility of reducing the large amount of features extracted from change history.
Classifying Android Apps as Malware.
With hundreds of new apps and countless updates, detecting malware in Android apps has become crucial to ensure end-users' security. Most contributions mixing M with S rely on misuse detection that ags an app when permissions mismatch the actual app functionalities (cf. [73] for an overview of static and dynamic malware detection).
is quali es as a classi cation M task: given an Android app, together with a set of characteristic features that are extracted statically, determine whether the app contains a malware. e listed contributions di er in features and training data sizes for training: we comment on features and refer to each paper for other details.
Aung & Zaw [9] used ve characteristic permissions (internet access, con guration les change, send/write S and phone calls) extracted directly from the distribution les (.apk) of known malware and goodware from classical Android Markets. Sahs & Khan [84] used a combination of permissions, categorized as built-in (like accessing Internet) and non-standard (like accessing the camera or the localization), paired with Control Flow Graphs to analyze the app's code. Yerima and his colleagues [102, 104] (cf. [103] for details) extracted a set of complementary features, characterized by speci c keywords: a total of 125 permissions extracted from the manifest; features related to Linux commands hidden in compiled or library code, used for escalating privileges or launching scripts and malicious binaries; and standard Android A calls extracted from the app's Dalvik code, to detect required interactions with the various devices (e.g., S , location or network accesses, device or user ids, or method invocation and class loading, boot process, etc.) or to enrich apps with various functionalities (e.g. contact, S or U lists already accessed).
Learning SA.
Tackling the S problem itself, directly from the source program is a classi cation M task: providing the A , does the ( xed, prede ned) property hold or not.
Several authors a empted this [22, 70, 101] for various analyses, but all noticed that, for the approach to scale, su cient training data for each property needs to be available (positive as well as negative training, i.e. verifying and falsifying the property at hand).
DISCUSSION
Is there a love story between F and M ? In this paper, we surveyed one direction of this relationship: how M contributes to enhance F activities. Without being exhaustive, we have shown throughout Section 4 that M enhances all the spectrum of F approaches (Static Analysis, Model-Checking, eorem-Proving, but also S /S -Solving) at di erent levels, using di erent techniques and for di erent purposes.
How can F and M experts collaborate to leverage M 's current practices in order to enhance and improve current F tools? We follow the classical M pipeline: (i) identifying the F problem at hand; (ii) identifying the corresponding M task; (iii) providing M features to characterize the learning instances; (iv) guring out which M model (type) would perform adequately.
e remainder of this section discusses each of these points, gives general perspectives on what seems promising for the future, and provide answers to the research questions formulated in Section 3.4.
FV Problems ( RQ1: How is M used inside F tools?) F experts rst identify what they expect to improve, compute, or which kind of pa ern they seek in their data. is is one of the topics covered by this paper: each of the themes indicates precisely to which extent M is used in the overall F approach: some contributions/tools invoke M at various steps, or even handle the approach altogether. We noticed several pa erns according to M categories. Supervised techniques are o en associated with two kinds of usage observed in S and T : external guidance, which stands for M models that choose an appropriate heuristic, strategy or algorithm (e.g., portfolio solving in S and proof engine parameter selection in T ); and internal guidance, which represents situations where M models play the role of heuristics/strategies, by selecting the next following step in a more global algorithm (e.g., fact selection in T or restart selection in S ). Other uses do not t these categories. For instance, the interpretative gap lling in S is performed through M models by nding links or recurrent pa erns in the collected information (e.g. the link between permissions and the malware/goodware classes).
Unsupervised techniques do not prescribe an "ideal" answer, but rather try to identify general pa erns. e resulting tasks (mostly clustering) seem more adequate for T , the only F approach favoring interactivity. However, it is not excluded that unsupervised techniques may bring new insights into other F approaches, even those that already are fully automated.
ML Tasks ( RQ3: What M task(s) is (are) used for which purpose in F ?) Once the F problem is identi ed, F specialists associate an M task to guide M experts towards the right set of techniques and models. When M contributes to a small portion of the F process we have o en observed classi cation tasks, i.e. selecting a candidate artifact among several available ones. In T and S , selecting heuristics according to some criteria (potential for proof completion; solving runtime) among those already programmed by experts, relieves F users from the burden of having to maintain explicit knowledge of those heuristics. Such approaches have improved tools signi cantly, as witnessed by Tool Contests in S and T . In M and S , reinforcement learning is used as a way to "guide" the tool towards a counterexample and the most promising branching variable. e nal M task may di er according to the experts' viewpoint, but is ultimately guided by F experts' needs: for example, a regression task such as predicting S solvers' parameters values, or runtimes in T , may very well be turned into a classi cation task by imposing runtime thresholds. ML Features ( RQ5: How are M features extracted/selected to guide M tasks?) e choice of features is critical for the learning process. We noticed two main categories of such choices in F : features are either based on the raw input used for the F approach (e.g., A and manifests in S ; C s in S and T ); or based on measures computed on those raw inputs (e.g. Call Graphs for S , ratios and clause numbers for S ). ose features were identi ed experimentally while tuning heuristics and/or trying to improve existing algorithms, and o en predate the introduction of M . Identifying the appropriate features is the task of F experts, but using M may help enhancing them or ltering out super uous ones. Table 3 lists the main contributions in each F approaches.
ML Models ( RQ4: Which M model type are used to perform the M tasks?) e selection of an M model to perform a speci c M task is the nal step. is is extremely delicate, and essentially a problem for M experts. We noticed in the surveyed contributions that the use of speci c models by F experts is not always clearly motivated. In fact, the literature suggests that the M model is o en selected among the set of those available in the M tool(s) the authors are familiar with (e.g. the Weka Workbench [32] ). is is not incompatible with common practice: M experts o en use a trial-and-error approach to determine which model performs best for a given task. Having bad performance with a speci c M model does not always imply that the model is not suited for the M task, but rather it is not optimally parameterized. It is sometimes impossible to gure out in advance which model will work best (as a consequence of Wolpert and McReady's No Free Lunch eorem [96] ). However, we believe that identifying precisely the answers to the previous steps should provide M practitioners with su cient information such that they can exercise their expertise.
RQ2: Is using M inside F tools beneficial? Table 2 presents a summary of our ndings: for each theme inside each F approach, we list the contributions we reviewed and indicate whether the results of each contribution has improved the existing state-of-theart, and points to the models commonly used by all contributions in a theme. From a statistical viewpoint, contributions that claim to have brought improvements largely outnumber the ones with similar or lower quality than state-of-the art.
Towards end-to-end F . All in all, we observed a pyramidal use of M models. On one end of the spectrum, M models are used in a very narrow fashion inside F tools for solving very speci c problems inside tools. For instance, in S or T , the structure of the current resolution algorithms can be preserved while delegating onto M models the optimization of speci c choices that are traditionally handled by heuristics (like restarts or fact selections). On the other end of the spectrum, we noticed several a empts to handle an F approach globally: for instance, predicting satis ability of a formula [97, 99] , building a proof [80] or learning static analysis directly [22, 70, 101] . Between these two ends, a range exists determined by how much F expert knowledge is considered while solving the F problem. M typically aims at nding objective generalizations; however, if injecting domain knowledge (e.g. on how current F algorithms are designed) signi cantly improves performances, it becomes meaningful to integrate it to relieve the M algorithms from struggling to learn speci c aspects while allowing them to focus on more global aspects of the problem. Our survey points to that fact that the use of M for speci c F tasks is over-represented, at the expense of more recent holistic strategies.
Such holistic strategies have already radically changed elds such as image and natural language processing, especially a er the introduction of Deep Learning [37] . It became clear from our literature study that F tools that introduced M in their workings started to deliver impressive performances in international contests (e.g. [20, 64] in T ; [63, 100] in S ). However, using more powerful M models directly hampers the interpretability of their results [12] .
is is problematic for F , since its techniques are o en used to ensure the correctness of safety-critical so ware for which human-understandable justi cations need to be provided. We strongly call for a more systematic review of the domain in order to precisely identify future directions in this research domain. We believe machine learned F is potentially achievable when sufcient amounts of data will be collected, just like image analysis for medical diagnostic [94] , board game playing [89, 90] or even self-driving cars [17, 18] . While a decade ago progress in such domains seemed extremely di cult, it has now become reachable for (state-of-the-art) M . Rather than following designs and abstractions created by humans, M may indeed nd fresh new ways of handling F problems, opening the potential to entirely reshaping the F domain.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
Although we designed our search protocol in a very inclusive way, as witnessed by the number of papers nally discarded manually, we may have missed some relevant contributions. First, we relied exclusively on repository search, whereas crossing searches with top-venues both in F and M may have brought new interesting contributions. Second, we stopped searching online repository a er 10 result pages ird, we performed the search in September 2017, before many important F , as well as M , venues take place. To mitigate these points, we have conducted a backward snowballing on the main papers in each approach (typically, the most cited ones) in January 2018, and looked at the program of some of the relevant top venues. In future revisions of our survey, we will integrate forward snowballing, as recommended by Wohlin [95] , by looking a posteriori at top-venues in recent months.
Furthermore, our survey is likely to have missed gaps in the literature, meaning that additional themes and/or be er relations between themes, tasks and M models may surface in future work. In fact, as research progresses in this area and M becomes more widely adopted, we expect to nd new themes that are for the moment not explored by the community: this survey may well be seen as a current snapshot of the available contributions in the domain, rather than a de nitive survey that closes the ma er.
In Table 2 , the information regarding state-of-the-art improvements (noted as +/o/-) has been collected from each contribution relying solely on the article's text. We have taken into account the comparisons with other tools operated by the authors, or analyzed explicit statements from them on how their method/tool compare to others. We have been particularly a entive to available data on relevance (precision and recall) and performance (speed). ese comparisons found in the literature form a heterogeneous set: some authors compare their work with solutions where no M is used, whereas others provide comparisons with M -based tools; datasets which are used as the basis for learning are o en small and have not been made available online, meaning reproducibility of the presented results is, in general, not possible. In some articles, no comparison with the state of the art is provided by the authors: in some instances, this means that the M technique addresses a problem that was previously manually handled, or not handled at all; in others, this simply means no comparison is provided by the authors.
Finally, the M model types presented in Table 2 have been gathered for informational purposes and not in an exhaustive way. In this sense, the association between themes and M models does not imply an exclusive relation of appropriateness between them.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have explored how M contributes to enhance F tools e ciency. We covered four classical approaches, namely S , eorem-Proving (T ), Model-Checking (M ), and Static Analysis (S ), for which we catalog a list of themes, i.e. precise points where an F problem is translated into an M task to be handled by an M model type. Although preliminary, our survey shows not only that M may keep on contributing to the F eld in both short and medium terms. It also shows that integrating M methods inside F tools is largely bene cial, as demonstrated in S and T tools that regularly achieve new scales of e ciency. However it is still essential to tackle challenges that were until recently thought as unreachable (e.g. a acking realistic cryptography protocols like R ).
By studying the intricate relation between F and M over a large spectrum of approaches, we were able to frame the way F and M experts collaborate in a classical M pipeline: identifying the F problem (corresponding to our themes); determining the corresponding M task; providing M features; and guring out which M model type is the most adequate for the task. We also captured general trends, the most challenging being learning F approaches on their own, as witnessed by many a empts in e.g. S , T and S . e reverse direction of the love story has been le untouched, despite a recent growing interest: how can F may help M . Verifying M tasks results has nowadays become a stepping stone in the adoption of thrilling new technologies: for example, correctly identifying road signs directly in uences the behavior of self-driven cars, which in turns guarantees the safety of passengers. One of the main reasons that make such veri cation hard is that the implicit models (e.g. neural networks, one of the currently most promising learning technologies) are di cult to grasp and understand for humans. Properly stating what kind of properties one expects from such implicit models is even more di cult. Building appropriate abstractions of such models, that o en integrate probabilistic and/or continuous computations is a key challenge. erefore, specifying what models to accept appears to be di cult.
